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The Story of the Greatest Sports Moment of the Twentieth CenturyOnce upon a time, they taught us

to believe. They were the 1980 U.S. Olympic hockey team, a blue-collar bunch led by an

unconventional coach, and they engineered what Sports Illustrated called the greatest sports

moment of the twentieth century. Their â€œMiracle on Iceâ€• has become a national fairy tale, but

the real Cinderella story is even more remarkable. Wayne Coffey casts a fresh eye on this seminal

sports event, giving readers an ice-level view of the amateurs who took on a Russian hockey

juggernaut at the height of the Cold War. He details the unusual chemistry of the

Americansâ€”formulated by their fiercely determined coach, Herb Brooksâ€”and seamlessly weaves

portraits of the boys with the fluid action of the game itself. Coffey also traces the paths of the

players and coaches since their stunning victory, examining how the Olympic events affected their

lives.Told with warmth and an uncanny eye for detail, The Boys of Winter is an intimate, perceptive

portrayal of one Friday night in Lake Placid and the enduring power of the extraordinary.Also

available as an eBook
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I was 18, almost 19, years old that night in February 1980. I was a freshman in college, only a

handful of years younger than the talented young men who donned the sweaters of the USA to play

in the Lake Placid Olympics. It would be hard to imagine a time when morale was lower, and people

felt more negatively about being an American--it was the Carter administration, interest rates were

21%, the Iranian hostage crisis was in full disaster mode, and the Soviets had just invaded



Afghanistan. I grew up 65 miles from Three Mile Island, and the accident there had occurred two

days after my 18th birthday in March 1979, and nobody knew whether the accident there would

have long-term negative effects. Relations with the Soviets were at their nadir, the Cold War was at

its height, and I remembered that things in this country were at about their lowest point possible.And

then a miracle occurred.Herb Brooks and his team of unknown college kids beat the greatest

hockey team in the world, perhaps in history. I will never forget--as long as I live--hearing Al

Michaels cry out, "Do you believe in miracles? Yes!" as time ran out, and seeing the bedlam when

the U.S. boys realized what they had accomplished. At that moment, it was okay to be an American

again. I think that the resurgence of the Reagan years actually began that night in Lake Placid. It

certainly marked the height of amateur hockey in the Olympics--the whole concept of "Dream

Teams" was not even yet on the drawing board.Wayne Coffey has written the definitive book on the

Miracle game. It covers the action on the ice in minute detail while also telling us just who these

unknown college kids--and their sphinx-like coach--were.
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